[-[Culture/Counter Culture]-

Records: Chuck Berry
THE LONDON CHUCK BERRY
SESSIONS [Chess]
CHUCK BERRY'S GOLDEN
DECADE [Chess]
OOLING ALONG AN INDIANA highway in a flashy two-tone Chevrolet Bel-Air. radio tuned to
some local radio outlet, listening to
the usual run of popular music, and
suddenly there's an unfamiliar voice,
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a hot, rattling guitar, and a rousing
lyric delivered in rapid-fire, high-energy manner. That was the better part
of twenty years ago, America was in
the heart of those wonderful Eisenhower years, and rock and roll was
just getting rocking and rolling.
A few white musicians had made it
with the kids of the country—Bill Haley and the Comets and Elvis Presley

were in their first popularity—but the
black musicians of the period were
still mostly restricted to black-oriented
radio stations and a black club circuit.
Those who did make it into the big
white marketplace did so by sounding
white—Nat King Cole was the chief
example.
And then came Little Richard, Fats
Domino, and Chuck Berry — all of
them veterans of the R&B circuit but
a startling sound to white America,
whose main musical experience was
provided by Perry Como, Eddie Fisher, Rosemary Clooney, the McGuire
Sisters and the Chordettes.
The energy and topicality of R&B
was able to wipe the popular sludge
right off the airwaves, but the problem in its acceptance was clearly racial. Any number of commentators
have suggested that Elvis's success
grew from the fact that he was white
but sounded black.
In any case we learned somewhere
along the line that, as long as we were
going to listen to black-oriented music,
we might at least offer its creators the
courtesy of listening to it from them,
at least part of the time, and along
came a generation of black rock and
roll artists, along with a growing acceptance of purer blues from the likes
of Howlin' Wolf, Muddy Waters and
John Lee Hooker among many others.
Probably the most important black
rock-and-roller—and possibly the most
important rock-and-roller of all, if you
count influence as well as personal
credits-was Chuck Berry. Lilian Roxon thinks that, if he had been white,
Berry might have been as big as Presley. 1 am inclined to agree and to add
—and far more deserving.
Berry was a major force in the development of rock guitar out of the
earlier blues style, in the development
of rock lyrics and in the general leaping, raving style of rock performance.
His distinctive guitar openings herald
dozens of rock songs. His topics alternate between the hot earthiness of
traditional blues lyrics and the schoolyard orientation of much early rock.
But where most schoolyard rock was
(and still is) vapid and sloppy. Berry's
has always been sharply pointed, wry,
self-aware.
As for his influence on more modern rockers, one need only compare a
list of Beatles and Rolling Stones
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.songs with Berry's output and see
where the English groups got their
early songs—and the basis of many of
their late ones.
Not only did the Beatles record
Berry's record "Roll Over Beethoven"
and "Rock, and Roll Music," but Berry
pops up, sometimes unexpectedly, in
the music of many rockers.
Item: "Sweet Little Sixteen" turns
up in Cat Mother's "Good Old Rock
and Roll" and in the Beach Boys'
"Surfin' USA."
Item: Part of the lyric of Berry's
"You Can't Catch Me" appears in the
Beatles' "Come Together."
Item: "Thirty Days" (for some reason revised to "Forty Days") turns up
in the repertoire of Ronnie Hawkins,
the original leader of a band called
the Hawks that in turn worked for
Bob Dylan and finally emerged as The
Band.
Berry is still working, cutting records for Chess and touring periodically; his latest effort. The London
Chuck Berry Sessions, is a combination of the two—an LP side recorded in
London studios, another recorded live
at the Lanchester Arts Festival. He's
still in good form, especially when
there's a live audience to work with.
The studio cuts include three rockers and a fine blues tune, "Mean Old
World," by the late Little Walter. The
rockers are by Berry himself, and he
lays out as neat a lyric as ever —
"I wouldn't walk a block but I'd dance
a mile."
The live tracks are better than the
studio side, especially Berry's old
"Reel in' and Rockin'," and in a rap
introducing "My-Ding-A-Ling" he expresses a major element in his music.
"There's nothing wrong with sex,
not a thing wrong with sex, sex is a
beautiful and honorable thing. . .this
is a free country, live like you want
to live, baby."
That might well be the spirit of
rock and roll, the spirit of the flower
generation, the spirit of the counterculture, the spirit of Chuck Berry. As
an idea! it may be admirable; as a
matter of practicality, the experiences
of the past few years have shown it
to be incomplete at best, if not outright unviable.
Chuck Berry's Golden Decade is a
re-issue of a 1967 double album, itself a compilation of material dating
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back to 1955. As the London Sessions
show us where Berry is today, Golden
Decade shows us where not only Berry
but rock and roll came from. Twentyfour tracks in all, including a dazzling
series of hit songs and a few familiar
tracks—they must have been "B" sides
of singles, originally—that are nonetheless rewarding.
The more I listen to the output of
past and present artists, the more I
compare styles, lyrics, performances,
the more I am inclined to think that
Chuck Berry was, indeed, the most
important single force in the development of this music—and hence, in an
indirect manner, of much of the contemporary radical counter-culture.
Oh, and that song coming out of the
Chevrolet car radio so long ago—just
for the record, it was "Maybelline."
Named for the eye-cosmetic, in Berry's
consciousness at the time because he
was contemplating a career as a beautician. What a parallel reality that
would have been!
•
RECENT AND NOTEWORTHY:
GERONIMO BLACK [Uni] Former Mother of Invention Jimmy Carl
Black plus a crew of refugees from Dr.
John, Love and other groups form not
so much a super-group as a solid new
band doing a variety of music that
ranges from raunch-rock to protest.
There's still a way to go for the band,
but their debut album has enough
fine moments to warrant a good listen, and an expectation of better to
follow.
WHO WOULD GIVE HIS ONLY
SONG AWAY, Adam Miller [Chelsea]
Adam Miller is Chelsea's entry in the
sincere - young - man sweepstakes, and
he does a fine job of it. He writes lyrics
of love and loneliness, sings them in
a sweet, pure voice that sounds like
60% James Taylor, 30% Elton John,
10% you-name-it (maybe Adam Miller), against a superbly polished if
somewhat over-lush crew of session
men. A super-slick commercial product, but is it art?
DUANE AND GREG ALLMAN
[Bold] Before there was an AUman
Brothers Band, Greg and Duane were
session men working out of an obscure
studio in Florida, and laying down
tracks of their own when business was
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dull. Little Bold Records has dug out
nine of those tracks and released a
pleasant, fascinating album; if you're
not into the Allman Brothers' music,
don't start here, get one of their later
Capricorn albums. But if you've got
those already, the Bold album will
provide invaluable early material for
your collection.
F O G H A T [Bearsville] Three refugees from Savoy Brown plus Rod
Price from the talented but littleknown Black Cat Bones make an excellent (if unsurprising) new group.
Best cuts on their debut album are by
Willy Dixon ("I Just Want To Make
Love To You") and Chuck Berry
("Maybelline").
FRITZ T H E CAT [Fantasy] Sound
track albums being what they are, and
the film Fritz the Cat being what it
is, this record delivers a lot more than
it promises. Tasty jazz and blues, some
historic (Bo Diddley, Billie Holiday)
some new (Merl Saunders, Alice Stuart), most of it worth listening to on
its own merits rather than for its association with the controversial movie.
T H E AGE OF STEAM, Gerry
Mulligan [A&M] Big band jazz is a
risky kind of music—there is a substantial danger of losing all of the
freshness and freedom of the small
combo and floundering into an area
unpleasantly like commercial big-band
pop. Slick but sterile. Mulligan avoids
this; his new album has an amazing
feel of freedom and lightness to it,
with masterful performances by Tom
Scott and Bud Shank as well as Mulligan himself.
A M E R I C A N G O T H I C , David
Ackles, [Elektra] Ackles is a playwright
as well as a musician; his albums (this
is his third) logically reflect the mixed
blessing of theatricality. Vivid, lyrical
- b u t at times maudlin and self-indulgent. American Gothic is his best to
to date.
T H E SIDEWINDERS [RCA] Five
young musicians make up a pretty together rock and roll band, performing
original music, and tossed into the
marketplace by RCA to sink or swim
as they may. In all likelihood they'll
sink, despite considerable talent anc

a fine, crisp production job credited
to Lenny Kaye. Why do the recording
companies issue so many albums, then
offer them no support? That's a mystery; ifs also a tragedy.
T H E LONDON MUDDY WATERS SESSIONS [Chess] Accompanying the current Chuck Berry London
Sessions and last year's superb Howlin'
Wolf album, one by my personal
choice as the world's greatest blues
man. Waters never falters, the studio
men are outstanding, the material is
largely his own and Willy Dixon's—
a fine album was inevitable, and this
one lives up to its promise 100%.
CARL AND T H E PASSIONS-SO
T O U G H / P E T SOUNDS. The Beach
Boys [Brother] An interesting notion—
Pet Sounds, the Beach Boys'first "serious" album, re-issued in a set with So
Tough, their newest release. To be
honest. I've always enjoyed the Beach
Boys as pleasant "singles" musicians
but have never gotten into their albums and have been mystified at the
critics, like Paul Williams, who have
gone into rhapsodies at the genius of
Brian Wilson. This latest release leaves
my opinion intact.
3

STONES (From Page 15)
Calculatedly crude and debased, the
Stones represent the utter negation of
accepted standards. Their attraction
for audiences so far transcends "mere"
entertainment that it is tempting to
suggest that they are not entertainers
at all. Their importance is symbolic.
They don't exist on a literal level.

T

HE

BEATLES

AND THE STONES

represented a choice between
the bright and the sinister aspects of their bygone era. The Beatles
sang an innocent song called "I Want
to Hold Your Hand.'' The Stones said,
"Let's Spend the Night Together."
(For Ed Sullivan's dollars they were
not beneath rendering it as "Let's
Spend Some Time Together." Everyone knevv/ what the proper lyrics
were.) The Stones sang of "Mother's
Little Helper." "Sister Morphine,"
"You Can't Always Get What You
Want." and "Sympathy for the Devil."
The Boston Strangler cropped up as
"Midnight Rambler."

Learntocontrol
your brain waves
with an alpha wave headset and it
may change your life. But that's only
the beginning of the biofeedback
revolution. Learn how biofeedback
techniques — with and without machines — can be used to alleviate
insomnia, lower blood pressure, increase circulation, and relax tension.
Learn which machines are best and
how to get the most out of them. And
learn about the amazing promise of
biofeedback in the fields of psychology, medicine, education, and
in every other aspect of our lives.
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NEW HARPER
PAPERBACKS

CONVERSATIONS WITH THE
NEW REALITY
Readings in the Cultural Revolution
Editors of Ramparts Magazine.
Articles from Ramparts and other sources covering
the youth cultural revolution of the last 5 years: Altamont, Easy Ri(jer, The Young Lortjs, and more.
CN/502 $2.45

IN THE MARKET PLACE
Consumerism in America
Editors of Ramparts Afagaz/ne
with Franic Browning.
Articles from national magazines and significant
books—by Ralph Nader, Jessica Mitford, Ivan lllich,
and others—dealing with the consumer as victim.
CN/503 $2.45
At bookstores

Harper &) Row
49 E.33ra SI, New York 10016
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From cowboy oilmen to Wall
Street bankers, money powers
are pulling the strings of the
Democratic Party—the socalled party of the common
man. Now the author of Who
Rules America presents a
searing indictment of fat cattism in America and a clarion
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CATS

DEmo
CRflTS
Or The Role of The Big Rich in
the Party of the Common /Wan
by G . W i l l i a m D o m h o f f
$5.95
At your bookseller or by mail:
m IPRENTICE-HALL
nHEnglewood Cliffs, N.J. 07632

Jonathan

Kozol

author of
DEATH AT AN EARLY AGE

Free
Schools
4 4 A practical guide for people who
want to start and run (successfully)
a small private school in a poor city
neighborhood for children who are
the victims of their public schools."
— The New Yorker
4 6 H a s conviction and force enough
to demolish the best-rooted excuses for doing nothing. It challenges everyone who claims to care
about school liberation."
— Chicago Sun-T/mes
66K0Z0I is no stained-glass Utopian. His book is therefore more
than a handbook. Not many books
on his subject engage the heart
and mind at once. His does."
— New York Times
At your bookstore • $4.95
HOUGHTON MIFFLIN COMPANY

Somewhere people must argue over
whether art imitates Jife or life imitates art. Of course, it works both
ways. Artists reflect and represent
what they see but they also lead and
inspire. After the Beatles ceased to
exist as a coherent organization —
whatever their attainments as individuals—the Stones continued and still
do. Both groups are the archetypes
and the essence of our times.
But "our times," in the red hot, upto-the-minute world of instant pop
music, are just about over. The new
adolescents listen to the twang of different guitarists. Beneath the garish
makeup on Mick Jagger's face, the
lines of his skin were clearly visible.
The Rolling Stones may go on a
while longer entertaining us old folks
in our late twenties and thirties, but
I fear not very much longer. They
may even come to America again, and
if they do I'll probably drag my aging

bones through the whole far-fetched
struggle of getting to see them again.
But somehow I don't really expect
it to happen at all.
Somehow this 1972 tour has a distinctive feel of goodbye to it.
ROBERT SHERRILL (From Page 8)
Hence he has only been admitted to
the White House when the President
himself is absent—for example, at a
recent all-woman social event which
featured champagne with strawberries
floating in it. Says Sherrill, "I'm suing
for the credential just to have fun.
Obviously it is worthless. The last
place you're going to find any news
is at an official White House conference."

-Compiled
by Jim Ridgeway and
Bo Burlingham with the assistance of
Zodiac News Service
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Insurance offered altruistically. Auto, tenants
and all other lines. G. D. "Jack" Martin,
415-632-2211, 6736 MacArthur Blvd., Oakland, Ca. 94605. California residents only.

CAREER GUIDANCE. Analysis, resumes.
Free Details, personal marketing aids. Consultant, 4172 R Emerald Lake Dr., Decatur,
Ga. 30032.

SLEEP-LEARNING-HYPNOTISM! Books,
tapes, equipment. Strange catalog free. Autosuggestion, Box 24-RM, Olympia, Washington.
JAPANESE INTRODUCTIONS! Send $1.00
for descriptions, photographs, brochure,
questionnaire, guarantee! Inter-Pacific, Box
304-RT, Birmingham, Michigan 48012.

Hand-carved BLOCK - MEERSCHAUM
PIPES at 50% SAVINGS. Satisfaction
GUARANTEED. Free Catalog; S.I.R.,
Dept. "R" P.O. Box 629, Levittown, Pa.
19058.

ALPHA-THETA BRAIN WAVE CONTROL. Learn to control your Akiha & Theta
brain waves. Relax—Meditate—Create. Money-back guarantee. For free literature: Phenomenological Systems, Inc., Dept. R, 72
Otis St„ San Francisco, CA 94103.
ENCOUNTER AIDS. Foam bats, dolls, pillows, awareness disks. Free information.
Uniquity, Box 990-R913, Venice, Cal. 90291.
ALPHAPHONE^" headset — brainwave
trainer. Free literature. Aquarius Electronics.
Box 627-V, Mendocino, Calif. 95460.
BIRTH CERTIFICATES, Baptism, Marriage, Divorce, High School, College, Diplomas, Wills, Driver's License. General Agreement. Power of Attorney. Bill of Sale. Lease.
Any 3 blank forms $1.00 Other forms; list
sent. Legal Forms, Dept. 235 1830 Guardian
Bldg., Detroit, Mich. 48226.
ALL STUDENT AID; social, curriculum or
not. Non-graduate student papers, course
problems. Inquiry $.50, Service $7.50. Heptisax, RED # 4 , Box 463, North Brunswick,
New Jersey.
White Magic? Druidism? Nudism? Witchcraft? Contact Secret Societies! Order 1972
"Mystery Schools" Directory. Invaluable
Guide for Truth-Seeker. $4.95pp A. C. Publications 1911 Bayview, Toronto 17, Ontario,
Canada.
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MAIL ORDER PRODUCTS

MARIJUANA LEAVES, durable plastic simulates the real thing. Exciting! 50c each, 3 for
$1.00. Grass Roots, Box 9388, Kansas City,
Mo. 64133.
MILITARY CLOTHES and CAMPING
EQUIPMENT. CATALOGUE 50c. WESTAIR23, P. O. Box #1721, Ontario, Calif.
91762.
BUMPER STRIPS, POSTERS
BUTTONS & T-SHIRTS
LICK DICK in '72 - Bumpersticker, 50c
each; S-T Mail Order, 3136 Braeburn Circle,
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104.
STICK WITH NIXON IN '72, DON'T
CHANGE DICKS IN THE MIDDLE OF
A SCREW. Bumper stickers $1.00; 3/$2.00;
6 or more 50c each. P.O. Box 1314, Evanston, Illinois 60201.
"^'_'CK 'EM ALL!" Bumper Stickers. 2 for
$1.00. Write; David Stry, c/o Villa Vegetariana Health Resort, Box-1228, Cuernavaca,
Mexico.
HEALTH
HEALTHFUL VACATIONING — Fasting.
Reducing. Rejuvenation. Wholesome Meals.
Peaceful surroundings. Exercise Classes.
Pool boats, solariums. SHANGRI-LA, Bonita
Springs, Florida 33923-RM.

Supervised Fasting! Resident Doctor. Nutritional Programs. Obesity & Other Problems.
Villa Vegetariana Health Resort, Box-1228,
Cuernavaca, Mexico.
BONSAI TREES

PERSONAL / POLITICAL LIBERATION.
Paperbacks, pamphlets & posters. Feminism,
Alternate Culture, Third World, Gay Liberation, Men's Consciousness-raising, Kid's Liberation, Ecology. Free catalog. Times Change
Press, Penwell-R, Washington, N. J. 07882.

TAPES, CASSETTES, RECORDS, MUSIC

HUMANISM: Position of Buckminster Fuller, Bertrand Russell, Thomas Szasz, Julian
Huxley, a complete philosophy and social
movement for the times. Free information.
American Humanist Association, Dept. RA,
Box 7692, San Francisco 94120.

EASY TO PLAY AND MAKE quality instruments and kits: Dulcimers ($20 up).
Psalteries, Banjos, Thumb Pianos; books,
records. HERE, Inc., «R, 410 Cedar Ave.,
Minneapolis, Minn. 55404.

PLANNING ALTERNATIVE COMMUNITY 500+ committed people. Send information about yourself. John Cunningham/Ned
Woodhouse, 543 Prospect # 4 , New Haven,
Conn. 06511.

AMERICA'S OLDEST GROWERS OF
aged Bonsai. Free illustrated catalogue, Heirob Bonsai Nursery, Kyokkukan, Livingston
Manor, New York 12758.

SPERRAKE HARPSICHORDS, CLAVICHORDS. Excellent, dependable, beautiful.
Robert S. Taylor, 9710 Garfield St., Bethesda,
Md. 20034.
KITS! Build dulcimers, guitars, balalaikas,
thumb pianos, harps. From $2.95. Finished
dulcimers from $19.95. 8665 West 13th Avenue, Denver, Colorado 80215.
EMPLOYIVIENT^ BUSINEsi
OPPORTUNITIES
CONSIDERING AUSTRALIA? Before you
leap, read this comprehensive 64-page illustrated book by four American migrants. Send
$2.95. Southern Cross Pubhcations, Box 99,
Orlando, Fla. 32802.
EUROPEAN - FOREIGN EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES — Detailed report, currently available jobs — Europe, Africa, Australia. $3.00. Eurojob Report, Box 52643-M,
Lafayette, Louisiana 70501.
AUSTRALIA WANTS YOU!!! Free Passage. 50,000 Jobs—Most Comprehensive Information Anywhere — Employment Directory, Business Directory, Teaching Opportunities, Education, Housing, Taxation, Ranching, Maps. Only $1.00. AUSTCO, Box
3623-Q, Long Beach, California 90803.
WORLDWIDE HOTEL JOBS. Details $1.00.
Alexander, Box 357-RAM, South Pasadena,
Cahfornia 91030.
EDUCATIONAL ALTERNATIVES
& OPPORTUNITIES
Learn Cartooning at home. Free Booklet.
V. A. approved. Cartooning, Box 7069RM,
Colorado Springs, Colorado 80907.
We're an M.A. program of Goddard College,
combining study and practice of social
change. Our work includes: political economy, mass culture, prisons. Third World,
feminist studies, oral history, social psychology, community organizing, sports, sciencetechnology, imperialism. Write: CambridgeGoddard Graduate School for Social Change,
1878 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge,
Mass. 02140.

BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS
GAY LIBERATION. Large selection of publications pertaining to homosexuality. Write:
Society for Individual Rights-R, 83 Sixth
Street, San Francisco, Calif. 94103.

BOOKS FROM CHINA. FREE CATALOG
of books & magazines in English. More than
1,000 titles. Subscriptions: Peking Review, air
mailed direct from Peking, $4; China Pictorial, China Reconstructs. Chinese Literature, $3 each. CHINA BOOKS, Dept. RC,
2929 24th St., S. F., Calif. 94110; CHINA
BOOKS, 95 Fifth Ave., N. Y. 10003 or
CHINA BOOKS, 900 W. Armitage, Chicago,
III. 60614.
History of the War; Science vs. Christianity.
This 889 page blockbuster classic, now
abridged. $1. postpaid. Institute, Box 206b,
Venice, Ca. 90291.
PUNISHMENT WON'T WORK! John Keracher, CRIME: CAUSES AND CONSEQUENCES. 42 pp. paper 50c. Five other
Keracher pamphlets, including
HEAD
FIXING INDUSTRY, $2.50 complete.
CHARLES KERR CO., 431 So. Dearborn,
Chicago, III. 60605.

NEED DAYCARE, jobs, free legal advice?
Join the National Poor People's Congress
and help develop a newsletter and lobbying
efforts in Washington. Write 652 South East
St., Holyoke, Ma 01040.
Needed: Physician medical director for Free
Clinic. $13,500 per year plus medical insurance and licensure fees. This position is approved alternative service for C O . Contact
Jeanne Sonville, 2039 Cornell Road, Cleveland, Ohio 44106 (216) 721-4010.
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THE FAMOUS ROLLING STONE INTERVIEWS
- P L U S 59 RARE PHOTOGRAPHS
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READ THE GUARDIAN — independent
radical newsweekly for national and international news and analysis with a Marxist perspective. New China Series. Special ten-week
trial subscription $1.00. Guardian, Dept. C,
32 W. 22nd St., N. Y. C , N. Y. 10010 (Full
year $10.00, student $5.00.)
LITERARY SERVICES
PROFESSIONAL AUTHOR will write, rewrite, edit, research. Any subject. Confidential. Box 337R, Atlantic Beach, N.Y. 11509.
Any out of print book located. No obligation. SpineUi, 32 Elmwood, Pittsburgh, Pa.
15205.
DISSERTATIONS, THESES. Professional
writing, rewriting, editing, typing. Confidential. Reasonable. Deadlines met. Quality
Services, 914 Carmen, Chicago, 111. 60640.

MOVEMENT INFORMATION
MARIJUANA—"Acapulco Gold" Cannabis
Papers. All profits go to legalization of Marijuana. Made from pure hemp fiber. $25 for
a box of 100 packs. $1—2 packs, AMORPHIA, Box 744, Mill Valley, Calif 94941.

DEAR READERS: We regret to
announce that with this issue.
Ramparts on the newsstand now
costs one dollar. Effective August 1,
the subscription price will be
$9.50 per year. These are the first
price increases since 1967, and
are made necessary by the rising
cost of everything we buy, including paper, printing and postage.
The Editors

CLASSIFIED RATES

Per Word (Single Insertion)
Per Word 3 Times in
One Contract Year
Per Word 6 Times in
Per Word 12 Times in
Payment in Advance
Classified Ads
RAMPARTS
2054 University Ave.
Berkeley, Calif. 94704

55c
50c

The words of John Lennon
and his wife Yoko—an extraordinary combination of
nostalgia, confession and
expose. 59 rare photographs. $1.25.

45c

On Sale Wherever
Paperbacks are Sold

40c
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A unit of Columbia Broadcctting Syil«m, Inc.

Carlos Santana,suitar. Buddy Miles/drums.
New history on Columbia.
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This is the historic live concert in Hawaii
that brought Santana together with Buddy Miles.
—In addition to being a meeting of giants, it's —
also Santana's first live album. Including a
new interpretation of "Evil Ways" (with
Buddy on drums). A 25-minute jam. Buddy
Miles'great "Them Changes"(with Carlos
Santana on guitar). And some incredible new
instrumentals that brought the crowd of
100,000 awestruck spectators to their feet.
^^Carlos Santana & Buddy Miles! Live!"
O n Columbia Records « and Tapes
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